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BBC DQF CONSULTATION: response 
 
Whilst appreciating the difficulty of making choices when budget reductions are 
required, I feel there are two over-riding principles central to public service 
broadcasting which has not been given sufficient priority. The BBC is a wonderful 
part of UK culture; I salute those struggling to preserve its services and hope these 
comments are of help in suggesting relatively small changes which could 
fundamentally improve the BBC’s services. 
 
INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM IN THE ENGLISH REGIONS 
Investigative journalism is a crucial pillar of our democracy and sense of justice and 
fairness. It has an irreplaceable role. Accountability and a sense of informed debate, 
rather than superficial sloganising, rely on skilled and resourced journalism. And our 
relative freedom from corruption compared with many other countries is often taken 
for granted.  
 
It is not cheap, and requires certain conditions to thrive:  

• Editorial leadership and protection (against entrenched interests; to encourage 
longer term investigations; to spot which issues have greatest significance; to 
be confident when facing legal challenges)  

• Some critical mass to allow ideas to be swapped and challenged, contacts to be 
exchanged, talent to be developed.  

• Ideally competition (although good investigative journalists rarely need that 
spur). 

 
Investment in investigative journalism across many parts of the UK has noticeably 
decreased over recent decades. Local newspapers have greatly reduced the number of 
specialist correspondents and have smaller teams, a result of the big reduction in 
advertising revenue. ITV regional newsrooms have also reduced numbers and tend to 
have more inexperienced journalists doing on-the-day newsgathering. Commercial 
local radio is primarily rip-and-read news bulletins only; community radio has no 
resources for news; the proposals for Local TV are for budgets with no likelihood of 
being able to fund in depth journalism. 
 
Across the English Regions outside London, the only remaining small core of 
investigative resource has been the BBC Inside Out units. Approximately 70% of the 
UK population lives in these areas. It is proposed to reduce investment by 40%. It is 
not yet clear what level of investigative resource will remain but it seems extremely 
unlikely that this will be of sufficient size to provide the conditions outlined above. 
 
I would urge that this proposal is reviewed. If anything, public service broadcasting 
requires a greater investment in investigative effort across the English Regions, 
with increased ambition. 
 
How the results of that crucial core service are then shared with audiences is a quite 
different issue. A sustained ambitious investigative unit can share its findings through 
a range of media outlets. However, these need to be established as a longer term 
commitment, to develop the skills to be able to engage audiences whilst at the same 
time fulfilling a high standard of legal compliance, clear storytelling of sometimes 
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complex matters, and being on hand whenever issues of profound importance emerge 
unpredictably.  
 
So in summary, I would argue that the top priority is to have brave and skilled 
investigative resources spread across the UK. This is essential to public service 
broadcasting. How the results of their labours are then shared with the public is open 
to debate, the important thing is that it is a sustained presence of sufficient 
significance to ensure that the findings have impact. 
 
LOCAL RADIO CHANGES 
Concerns at the proposed reductions in staffing have doubtless been well-expressed 
by others, and so I will limit this comment to one main matter. 
 
The proposals have said that local stations will be allowed to opt out of shared 
programming should circumstances require it (floods, foot-and-mouth, snow are 
obvious examples).  I am well aware from a lifetime of personal and professional 
experience how such services are of the utmost importance to local communities at 
such times of crisis. After the more recent foot and mouth epidemic, Radio Cumbria 
published “Heart and Soul”, a thick memoire of the experiences of local people and 
the radio team. It was launched by Director General Greg Dyke. The trauma of such 
events is almost beyond words and for huge numbers, BBC local radio provided 
support over many weeks crucial on many levels: practical information vitally 
needed; a voice for urgent concerns which could then reach decision makers; an outlet 
for shared grief; a source of comfort. 
 
I cannot see how the depleted numbers at local stations will be able to provide this 
kind of service in the future. The “option” to opt out is merely hypothetical if there 
are not the teams of experienced people in place to deliver such services.  
 
The proposal to reduce staff is therefore to remove this type of trusted and vital 
emergency service from the BBC’s offering. If so, I feel the BBC must be honest 
and admit this.  But I would very much hope that it will think again and restore such 
an essential service.  
 
This is what people pay their licence fee for. Ultimately it is far more central to public 
service broadcasting than many of the services which have been allowed to remain. 
 
 
ADDITIONAL MATTERS 
I would be grateful to make two last comments which underpin the two main requests 
for the BBC to think again, outlined above. 
 

1. Licence fee fairness 
 
It is well-known that there is a disparity in the range and quantity of BBC services 
“consumed” in different parts of the UK. This is because the services are clearly less 
relevant to some members of the public than others. There are many factors here but 
geographic dispersal of the locations from which BBC services are provided is one. 
The result is that the North East and Cumbria contributes far more in licence fee 
payments than it “gets back” in services of relevance to the people making those 
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payments. This would be merely a statistical anomaly should people be satisfied with 
the general service. However the levels of use of BBC services are below national 
averages, as is the Audience Appreciation.  
 
In essence, this means people in the region with the highest unemployment levels in 
the UK, and lowest average incomes, get less for their licence fee than the rest of the 
UK.  
 
I mention this background only to underline the unfairness of removing local radio 
emergency support and also investigative journalism from a region already so under-
served. The BBC sometimes becomes a slave to the idea that whatever it does in one 
English Region, it must do in all. However some parts of England are super-served, 
and there is a powerful case for providing compensatory support for those which are 
under-served. The investment in Salford is not relevant to the points made here – 
Salford is further away than London from the point of view of travel distances, and 
people based so far away do not have local knowledge. The two vital services which I 
feel the BBC must support can only be provided by teams who know their areas. 
 

2. BBC reflection of the cultural diversity of the UK 
 

The other main consequence of reducing BBC staffing in television and radio in a 
region such as the North East of England is that it reduces still further the BBC’s 
ability to share the cultural diversity of the UK with the people of the UK. 
 
I’m sure this point is already much appreciated and equally am sure that staff in the 
new Salford base will try to make a difference. Nevertheless, it is difficult for people 
who do not live in a region to be in touch with what is happening and what matters to 
local people. The arrival of the unique Millennium Bridge as it sailed up the River 
Tyne to be positioned was a deeply emotional astonishing event captured in a local 
documentary which had the biggest response of any programme I have ever been 
involved in. It was repeated about seven times. Ten years on people are still moved as 
they discuss it. Without a regional centre with the skills to make longer form 
programming, that amazing event would not have been captured for the UK and 
posterity. The Great North Run would probably not even have got off the ground 
without the regional BBC centre to support it – now it is the world’s greatest half 
marathon. There are many examples of the BBC’s central role in connecting with 
local people and events and so bringing benefits to licence fee payers across the UK. 
 
And reductions in staffing in local radio and regional television also reduce the 
chances of talent development from a region such as this. This is an element of 
diversity policy which the BBC has largely ignored – a public service broadcaster 
should review the diversity of its workforce against many criteria and geographic 
diversity should be in there, to ensure the rich cultural mix of the UK is reflected. 
 
Olwyn Hocking    (olwyn.hocking@blueyonder.co.uk or 07808 166313) 
These views draw on my experience in the BBC (based in Manchester, Cardiff, 
Newcastle); ITV (based in Newcastle); local newspapers (a journalist in Oxford and 
for the last 15 years, a judge of the North East Press Awards); community media 
(with social enterprise Digital Voice for Communities). Most of all, they draw on a 
lifetime talking to, and seeking to serve, audiences. 


